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To The Teacher: 

• Become familiar with the terms listed in Appendix 1. 

• Background information given to students before this lesson should 
include a short presentation on the natural history of Hawai' i. 

A more detailed explanation of the following synopsis can be found in the 
text: "Hawaiian Natural History, Ecology, and Evolution" by Alan C. Ziegler. 

The islands of Hawai' i are oceanic which means they have never been attached 
to a continental land mass. They formed volcanically from the Hawaiian hot 
spot. 

There are eight main islands that form the Hawaiian archipelago: Hawai' i, 
Maui, Moloka' i, Kaho' olawe, Lana' i, 'Oahu, Kaua' I, and Ni' ihau. The oldest 
island is Kaua' i, at about 5.25 million years old. The youngest island is the big 
Island Hawai'1. It is still forming from magma that is being extruded from the 
hot spot. 

Some of the first living things to colonize a fresh lava flow in Hawai'i are 
lichens and ferns (kupukupu ferns). These plants are dispersed by minute 
spores, carried on the wind. The spores are able to germinate on the bare 
lava. These pioneer plants help to trap dust and sediments from the wind and 
rain. Eventually, soil builds up and provides a place for other organisms to 
establish such as tiny 'oM' a seeds. This natural and gradual process of 
vegetation growth on once barren land is called succession. 

Because Hawai' i is so isolated, not very many seeds can reach the islands. 
There are three ways that the founding organisms reached the Hawaiian 
Islands and subsequently established the native flora: Wind, Waves, and Wings. 

Most founding fern species reached the islands by Wind because they reproduce 
by tiny spores that are easily carried by air currents. Some flowering plant 
seeds also travel by wind, if they are small and light enough, such as 'ohi' a 
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lehua. Sometimes, seeds have adaptations that allow them to disperse by the 
wind such as tufts of fiber (rna' 0) or papery wings ( 'a' ali' i). 

In order for organisms to successfully disperse by the ocean, the seeds must be 
able to float in saltwater for long distances. Approximately one-fourth of the 
founding species of native Hawaiian flowering plants are thought to have 
arrived by sea. Examples include pahala, naupaka kahaka;, and' ;hi. 

Birds are one of the most successful ways for plants to colonize Hawai' 1. Birds 
seek habitat that favors plant growth. This increases the chance that a seed 
brought by a bird will germinate. Bird's can carry seeds in several ways 
including in their feathers, in their belly, or stuck in dried mud on their feet. 
Adaptive characteristics of seeds that facilitate their dispersal by birds include 
stickiness (gummy or Velcro-like seed coat), hooks and barbs to catch onto 
feathers, and tasty fruit. 

Goals of the Lesson: 
• To facilitate the understanding of Hawai' i's natural history. 
• To describe the processes of evolution using local examples. 
• To increase familiarity with native Hawaiian plants. 

Student Learning Objectives (Benchmarks): 
This lesson addresses grade 7 benchmark Sc. 7.5.4 for HCPS III Science 
Standards, Topic - Unity and Diversity: 

Analyze how organisms' body structures contribute to their ability to 
survive and reproduce. 

Resources and Materials: 
Books 

Websites 

Materials 

• "Manual of the Flowering Plants of Hawai' i" by Warren L. Wagner 
et at. 

• "Hawaiian Natural History, Ecology, and Evolution" by Alan C. 
Ziegler 

• "Biology of Plants" by Peter H. Raven et at. 

• www.hawaii.edu/botany 

• Seeds, fruit, or spores of native plant species 
• Tray or bowl of water 
• Fan 
• Piece of Felt or several Feathers 
• Stereomicroscope or Hand lens 

• When collecting the seeds, you could involve the students by making 
it a field trip. In order to find many native species, you will need to 
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go hiking. It may also be possible to collaborate with a local 
arboretum, community college, university, or botanical gardens to 
obtain seeds of native species. 

• Species suggestions: Naupaka kahakai (Scaevola sericea), Piia hala 
(Pandanus tectorius), Kokio keokeo (Hibiscus waimeae), Ko' oko' olau 
(Bidens sp.), a' ali 'I (Dodonea viscose), Alahe' e (Psydrax odorata), 
'ulei (Osteomeles anthyllidifolia), ilie' e (Plumbago zeylanica), ohia 
lehua (Metrosideros polymorpha), koa (Acada koa) 

Instructional Procedures: 
Give a Pre-Test to determine how much the students already know about the 
topic of evolution and seed dispersal. An example of a short pre-test is given: 

Mini Pre-Test (can be given orally, as a class discussion) 

- Did native Hawaiian plants arrive before or after humans? Before 

- By what means did the Pioneer plants that were able to cross thousands of 
miles of ocean reach the Hawaiian Islands? Wind. Waves (or Water). 
Wings (or Birds) 

- Native plants can be indigenous or endemic. What is the difference 
between these two groups? Indigenous plants are native to Hawai'i and 
throughout the Pacific. Endemic plants are native to relatively small 
geographic areas within the islands. 

Discuss the natural history of Hawai' i and aspects of seed dispersal. 

Set up a learning and discovery table in an easily accessible part of the 
classroom. Place on the table a wide assortment of native seeds. Separate each 
seed according to species and label each pile with either the Latin or Hawaiian 
name. 

Fill a tub or large bowl with water and place near the table with the seeds. 
Label this station WATER. 

Set up a fan in the room. Make sure it is blowing away from the seed table but 
is easily accessible to the students. Label this station WIND. 

Have pieces of felt or cloth and some feathers on the table. Label this station 
WINGS. 
Provide resources for the students to research each species such as the 
Manual of Flowering Plants of Hawai' i, or Internet access. 
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Student Learning Activities: 
Give each student a Data Sheet (see Appendix 2). 

Ask the students to go through each species and write down both the Hawaiian 
name as well as the Latin binomial. 

Students should examine each seed closely using a stereomicroscope or hand 
lens if available. 

Based on their observations at the WIND, WINGS, and WATER stations, students 
should indicate on their data sheet the most likely method of dispersal for each 
seed. 

Students should describe any adaptations for dispersal they observe on the 
seeds. 

Assessment: 

1. Distinguish between the terms native, endemic, and indigenous. 

2. Identify the ways in which the founding species of Hawaiian native 
plants first arrived to the islands. 

3. List some reasons why there so many endemic species in Hawai' 1. 

4. List and describe three examples of adaptations for seed dispersal. 

Extension: 
The same concept and activities can be done using seeds of invasive species 
instead of native ones. 

Comparisons of Native vs. Invasive seed characteristics can spur a discussion on 
the advantages some species have over others in terms of seed dispersal that 
may contribute to invasive qualities. 
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Appendix 1: Glossary of Terms (from Raven et ai. 1999 Biology of Plants; 
Campbell and Reece 2002 Biology) 

Adaptation: A peculiarity of structure, physiology, or behavior that aids in 
fitting an organism to its environment. 

Adaptive Radiation: The evolution from one kind of organism to several 
divergent forms, each specialized to fit a distinct and diverse way of life. 

Endemic Species: Species that are confined to a specific, relatively small 
geographical area. 

Evolution: The derivation of progressively more complex forms of life from 
simple ancestors; Darwin proposed that natural selection is the principle 
mechanism by which evolution takes place. 

Founder Effect: Type of genetic drift that occurs as the result of a founding of 
a population by a small number of individuals. 

Genetic Drift: Evolution (change in allele frequencies) owing to chance 
processes. 

Germinate: The beginning or resumption of growth by a spore, seed, bud, or 
other structure. 

Natural Selection: The differential reproduction of genotypes based on their 
genetic constitution. 

Niche: The role played by a particular species in its ecosystem. 

Speciation: The origin of new species in evolution. 

Spore: A reproductive cell, usually unicellular, capable of developing into an 
adult without fusion with another cell. 

Succession: In ecology, the orderly progression of changes in community 
composition that occurs during the development of vegetation in an area from 
initial colonization to the attainment of the climax typical of a particular 
geographical area. 
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Appendix 2: Data Sheet 

Look closely at the seeds in front of you (you can use a stereomicroscope or a hand-lens 
as an aid). Write both the Hawaiian and Latin name of each species on your data sheet. 
Write a detailed description of each seed including adaptations for dispersal. 
Test the seeds at each . station and record observations on the data sheet. 
1. Name: 
Seed 

2. 

3. S 
S 

4. 

5. 

• • 

s and Conclusions: 

and 

andC 

Observations and 

6. N 
Seed 

7. 

Observations and Conclusions: 
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